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ABSTRACT
Exploration is a core gameplay element in many games, but
it has a special central place in the Metroidvania genre,
where hidden powerups, backtracking, and map-based
navigation are genre-defining elements. At the same time,
space in Metroidvania games can be quite well represented
by an abstract topology (i.e., a graph of connections
between rooms), without needing to deal with the details
of a grid-based or survey-type models of spatial relation-
ships. These two properties give rise to unique challenges
and opportunities in understanding the player experience
of exploration in these games. This demo will walk the
audience through exploration, an open-source Python
library available on PyPI which includes data structures
for representing exploration processes in discrete decision
spaces including Metroidvania games, as well as parsing
routines for a journal format to easily express exploration
data by hand.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Media arts; • Software and
its engineering → Software libraries and repositories; •
Human-centered computing → User models; HCI theory,
concepts and models.
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METROIDVANIA GAMES AND
EXPLORATION
“Metroidvania” is a game genre based on the operational log-
ics of Super Metroid [14] and Castlevania: Symphony of the
Night [4]:1 an explorable space that includes barriers which
can be passed after discovering permanent upgrades, secret
areas with optional upgrades, and an in-game map to aid
in exploration. In contrast to “open-world” games, space is
constrained to a series of rooms with specific paths between
them; it can thus be cleanly abstracted into a topological rep-
resentation, although spatial relationships and metrics are
still important for using the map system.

In these games and more recent examples like Metroid Prime
(in 3D) [11] and Ori and the Blind Forest (which does away
with room transitions) [8] the excitement of exploration and
discovery is central, even though combat and platforming
challenges are also important. For many such games, fans
have also created randomizers [6] which scramble the item
locations or in some cases room connections, which pose their
own mapping challenges. As groundwork for future research
into human exploration processes in Metroidvania games to
support principled level generation, we have developed a li-
brary titled exploration to represent exploration processes.

Existing work on exploration in games has focused on open-
ended 2D and 3D environments, usually using maps to rep-
resent space (see e.g., [10, 15, 17, Dahlskog et al. [2]]). At
the same time, some work in both procedural content genera-
tion and reinforcement learning has emphasized graph-based
topological representations, although these works have not
taken the human exploration process as their main focus (see
e.g., [3, 16, 18]). The visualization system of [9] is close to
what we have created, because it visualizes player movement
through a continuous space as movement on a discrete graph
of regions, although it does not reason about player explo-
ration processes.

In a similar dichotomy, the literature on the psychology of
exploration makes a distinction between route-based and
survey-like spatial knowledge, often assuming that route-
based knowledge is an earlier stage of knowledge develop-
ment than survey-like knowledge (see [5] for a review and

1Note that the original Metroid is at the edge of the genre, whereas
the original Castlevania is not even part of the genre. See [12] for an
explanation of the origins of the term.
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[13] on the route/survey question). The lack of an accessible
and established format for capturing discrete player explo-
ration traces led to the creation of our library. Although
the formats used by [1, 3] for representing game spaces are
close, they do not capture the process of exploration (only
the structure of the map), and in any case they do not come
with open-source tools to support creating and reasoning
about maps.

The exploration Library
Our demo will show off the capabilities of the exploration
Python library, which is open-source under a 3-clause BSD
license and available via the Python Package Index (PyPI).
Running:

python -m pip install exploration

should install a copy if you have Python version 3.7 or later.
The library includes three main features:

1. An interactive representation of Metroidvania-style maps
as multi-digraphs with specialized node and edge labels.
This is implemented by the core.DecisionGraph class.

2. A abstract representation of an exploration process as
a sequence of such decision graphs, implemented by the
core.Exploration class.

3. A parser for a plain-text journal format which can pro-
duce Exploration objects given a human read- and write-
able journal of observations during play. This is imple-
mented by the journal.JournalObserver class.

The Exploration class stores a list of discrete time steps,
with a decision graph, a position in that graph, a transition
taken, and a game state corresponding to each time step.
The individual decision graphs support tags and annotations
as well as requirements for and effects of transitions, allow-
ing rich representation of Metroidvania staples like powerups
that allow traversal of previously-blocked transitions, and
mechanisms or world events which likewise open up or close
off certain transitions. In fact, with the addition of a planned
visualization layer and a bit of interactivity, the map format
itself could act as a kind of game engine, although things like
combat or platforming challenges would only be represented
via shallow abstractions.2

The design choices that we hope to discuss are:

1. The choice of a graph-based rather than grid-based map
format.
• This opens up new perspectives for analysis.
• It can be unwieldy when dealing with open spaces

where routes exist between most locations.
2. The choice of a multi-digraph as the graph format, and

considerations of how spatial relations can be retained in
this format.

2The game Maptroid (which does not have any platforming or com-
bat) provides an example of what could be achieved by adding simple
graphics and basic controls to the map format [7].

• Multiple connections between nodes can be used to rep-
resent multiple paths (possible with different restric-
tions) between locations.

• Self-loops represent actions that can be taken within a
location.

• Spatial relations can be annotated, but this annotation
is potentially onerous.

3. The choice to represent unexplored spaces as tagged
nodes in the graph.
• This allows annotating things like multiple connections

which you know lead to the same (still-not-explored)
location.

4. The choice to record a sequence of entire graphs, rather
than simply tracking position information in a single
canonical graph.
• This allows for transitions which alter the graph struc-

ture (e.g., a cutscene where the level layout changes).
• It also supports annotating mistaken beliefs that are

later corrected.

Each of these design decisions has far-reaching consequences
for a system that hopes to represent exploration traces, and
several of those are things we’ve learned the hard way during
the development process.
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